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Abstract
Despite a flourishing evolutionary economic geography, the cluster evolution literature has been somewhat
left behind, and remains somewhat simplistic and deterministic. This article seeks to form a synthesis from
recent conceptual advancements in the evolutionary and institutional economic geographies, in pursuit of
expanding the cluster evolution literature. In the process it produces a novel way of exploring cluster
evolution, through the concept of cluster institutional configurations, which focuses on the ability of different
actors to navigate potential lock-ins and to drive cluster evolution, and connects it to broader debates in
economic geography.
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I Introduction

Despite the popularity of the cluster concept in

economic geography, our evolutionary under-

standing of it is underwhelming. Despite accu-

mulating a plethora of research over the last 30

years (see, for example, Amin and Thrift, 1992;

Asheim, 2000; Markusen, 1996; Scott, 1988,

1998), the approach to conceptualising their

evolution has largely been to simplify it with

inappropriate biological metaphors and to

neglect the role of agency in causal explanation.

While the cluster evolution literature has been

slow to explore new avenues of research (see,

for an exception, Martin and Sunley, 2011), the

broader evolutionary economic geography

(EEG) literature which has grown rapidly in

recent years has not, and lessons can be learned

from it.

The importation of new concepts from out-

side of geography has generated significant

debate amongst evolutionary economic geogra-

phers (see, for example, Martin and Sunley,

2015). However, the use of these concepts has

seldom transferred to cluster evolution and

has not energised that debate. Similarly, EEG

has only provided partial and fragmented

insights to clusters, instead focusing on indus-

trial change occurring predominantly at the

regional level (MacKinnon et al., 2019). Ana-

lysing industrial change at the regional scale
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misses important spatial factors and variations.

Clusters, industries, and regions are directly

implicated through co-evolutionary dynamics

(Gong and Hassink, 2019); indeed, following

Martin and Sunley (2015), all can be seen as

overlapping and interconnected complex sys-

tems. While the focus of a regional complex

system and its industrial path is activities occur-

ring within the territorially defined area, a clus-

ter complex system is concerned with the

production of externalities through clustering

of related firms and the reflexive effects of these

externalities on said firms (Martin and Sunley,

2015). Such a complex systems approach takes

a relational view of clusters and sees them as

dynamic entities capable of existing within and

across broader regional boundaries, rather than

singular and fixed at territorial scales (Martin

and Sunley, 2011). Thus, clusters may be more

Porterian in nature, consisting of geographic

concentrations of interconnected companies

across interrelated industries (Porter, 1998);

or, they may be more specialised, single-

industry concentrations benefitting from

Marshall-Arrow-Romer (Arrow, 1962; Mar-

shall, 1890; Romer, 1986) externalities; but the

focus remains on the way in which the system of

interrelated firms produces and benefits from

externalities. By exploring the evolution of

clusters, it provides a more nuanced understand-

ing of the role of space and externalities within

the region, and potentially the inter-path rela-

tions of clusters, regions and even broader

industries (Hassink et al., 2019). Greater con-

fluence of these literatures, then, particularly

around recently popularised notions of new path

development, may revitalise the cluster evolu-

tion literature first and foremost, and add further

rigour to the EEG literature.

I understand cluster evolution as being about

how two aspects of the cluster evolve. Firstly, it

is about the changing populations and charac-

teristics of the actors involved, such as the var-

ious types of firms, support or government

organisations, either found within or who

influence the cluster through various relation-

ships and shared goals. Secondly, it is about the

changing externalities that can be found and

accessed by these actors. The cluster evolution

literature emerged as a response to static cluster

research and, over time, a corpus of work has

congregated around the cluster life-cycle

approach (Menzel and Fornahl, 2010). This

approach offers a useful heuristic for tracing the

evolution of a cluster and has identified a num-

ber of ways in which cluster evolution can be

driven, namely via links to industry life-cycles,

frameworks of rules and policies, or through

firm and network dynamics. However, the clus-

ter life-cycle approach has gone through a

period of stagnation itself and could benefit

from a conversation with recent conceptual

advances from evolutionary and institutional

economic geographies.

Both the cluster evolution and the broader

EEG literatures have, in recent years, faced

calls for more actor-centric approaches (Has-

sink et al., 2019; Trippl et al., 2015). Addi-

tionally, economic geographers have argued

for better understanding of institutions within

the two literatures (Hassink et al., 2014;

MacKinnon et al., 2009; Trippl et al., 2015).

There have been a number of important insti-

tutional contributions in recent years (for

example: Gertler, 2010; Maskell and Malm-

berg, 2007; Zukauskaite et al., 2017), but most

significantly, I draw on Bathelt and Glückler’s

(2014) reconceptualisation of institutions in

economic geography, developing it for cluster

evolution to introduce the novel concept of

cluster institutional configurations, defined

here as the combination of shared goals, beha-

viours, and relations between cluster actors

involved in a cluster. I argue that by tracing

the evolution of such cluster institutional con-

figurations, we can gain a better understanding

of how actors drive clusters throughout their

evolutionary trajectories.

The aim of this contribution, then, is to pro-

duce a synthesis between the cluster evolution
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literature and recent advances in evolutionary

and institutional economic geographies, advan-

cing research into cluster evolution. The paper

will start by outlining the literature on the clus-

ter life-cycle approach, highlighting the key

findings and limitations, before Sections III and

IV identify the most promising theoretical

advancements from both evolutionary and insti-

tutional economic geographies, respectively.

For the former, the new path development liter-

ature offers much conceptual utility that could

be applied to clusters and their life-cycle stages.

For the latter, Bathelt and Glückler’s (2014)

work on institutions offers a relational perspec-

tive to institutions that, when developed and

applied to clusters, can offer a platform for

understanding actors as drivers of cluster evolu-

tion in a path dependent manner. Following this,

in Section V, I will explore how cluster institu-

tional configurations shape cluster evolutionary

trajectories. Drawing on examples, I suggest

how key actors navigate the preconditions avail-

able to them, utilising them to initiate new path

developments that precipitate cluster emer-

gence and create institutional configurations in

the process. These cluster institutional config-

urations then act as the preconditions for future

rounds of path development that condition and

constrain the ability of actors to prevent nega-

tive lock-ins and ensure ongoing cluster evolu-

tion through path development. The paper

finishes with some concluding directions for

future research.

II The cluster life-cycle approach

Conceptualisations of cluster evolution revolve

around the idea of a life-cycle. The cluster

life-cycle model has gone through multiple

iterations and is best explained in Menzel and

Fornahl’s (2010) important contribution. The

cluster life-cycle model (Figure 1) tracks the

evolution of a cluster through four stages, from

emergence, through growth and maturation

(sustainment), to decline. The general idea is

that all clusters will eventually go through the

same immutable process starting with emer-

gence and culminating with decline. This is

because the model is highly path dependent and

it is thought that the benefits which enabled

cluster emergence and growth will eventually

stifle continued growth and generate negative

lock-in, causing decline and the eventual death

of the cluster (Menzel and Fornahl, 2010). How-

ever, the model has developed over time to

include the processes of adaptation, renewal and

transformation, providing clusters with more

possibilities in their evolutionary trajectories.

Clusters are considered beneficial because

they provide externalities to firms. However,

as Menzel and Fornahl (2010) point out, a ‘clus-

ter paradox’ exists which is the conflict between

Figure 1. The cluster life-cycle model. Source: Menzel and Fornahl (2010: 211).
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how a cluster can become specialised enough

that it provides beneficial externalities to firms

in certain industries without becoming so spe-

cialised that knowledge and networks become

homogeneous and inhibit innovation. This

means that clusters, by their very nature, are

constantly at risk of negative lock-in and

decline. However, this approach has generated

a large empirical body of literature that suggests

ways in which negative lock-in can be escaped

(Table 1). We know that clusters can perform

differently, despite being in the same industry,

same national context, or same stage of the clus-

ter life-cycle. Furthermore, we know that the

conditions that made clusters successful during

one stage of the cluster life-cycle do not neces-

sarily generate the same or indeed any success

during other stages of the cluster life-cycle. The

literature has produced reasons to account for

this but none offer a complete picture without

limitations (Table 1). For example, we know

that during certain stages of an industry life-

cycle clusters are considered to be more or less

beneficial for firms (Crespo, 2011); that certain

institutional frameworks are more conducive to

cluster growth or decline (Maskell and Malm-

berg, 2007); and that firms themselves can

influence cluster evolution by their individual

strategies and capabilities, or through their pop-

ulation dynamics, such as firm spinoffs or

deaths (Hervas-Oliver and Albors-Garrigos,

2014).

The literature thus far, then, has identified

multiple drivers of cluster evolution, but they

are typically quite deterministic. Positive

changes in industries, technologies, firm

dynamics, and frameworks of rules and policies

will lead to ongoing cluster growth while nega-

tive changes will prompt negative growth.

While undoubtedly accurate in many instances,

Table 1. Summary of cluster evolution drivers.

Driver of
cluster
evolution Examples Limitations Key contributions

Industry � Industry and technology life-
cycles

� Conflicting empirical evidence
� Little appreciation of internal

cluster processes

� Audretsch and
Feldman (1996)

� Klepper (2007)
Institutions � Multi-scalar frameworks of

formal rules and policies
being (un)favourable

� Limited acknowledgement of
different evolution of clusters
within same frameworks
� Actors not well developed

� Maskell and Malmberg
(2007)

Firms and
networks

� Firm heterogeneity
� Network heterogeneity
� Local and extra-local

networks
� Firm capabilities and

strategies

� No appreciation of the role of
state or institutions
� Little understanding of how

agency affects networks
� Is not applicable to all firms,

clusters, or stages of evolution

� Li et al. (2012)
� Potter and Watts

(2014)
� Bathelt et al. (2004)
� Ter Wal and Boschma

(2011)
Actor � Collective action

� Entrepreneurs finding new
technologies or business
opportunities

� Government actors
becoming policy
entrepreneurs

� Little focus on the relationship
between different types of
actors
� Weak appreciation of agency

� Miörner and Trippl
(2017)

� Sydow et al. (2010)
� Tomlinson and

Branston (2014)

Source: Author’s own.
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the lack of insight surrounding actors and how

they can (un)intentionally mediate cluster evo-

lution has stunted growth in the literature and

meant that cluster-based policies have often

worked poorly (Lovering, 1999; Trippl et al.,

2015).

Recently, the role of agency in cluster evolu-

tion has become a focus of the literature. Several

approaches have sought to look at how collec-

tive action can halt the decline of clusters and

precipitate renewal. It has been highlighted that

firms in clusters can collectively lobby for pol-

icy changes that impact the behaviours of clus-

ter actors in beneficial ways (Tomlinson and

Branston, 2014) or source new resources for

cluster actors to utilise (Miörner and Trippl,

2017). Others have demonstrated that it requires

focused and coordinated action not only to initi-

ate action, but also to deliberately re-coordinate

the cluster networks afterwards so that the

change becomes path dependent (Sydow et al.,

2010). Such are the importance of collaborative

approaches, it has been found that the stage of

cluster evolution influences the potential for

renewal because of the capability for collective

action; mature clusters are more likely to fare

better than emerging clusters during periods of

crisis because they are more capable of using

established networks to generate collaborative

strategies and competences that are mutually

beneficial to cluster growth (Skålholt and

Thune, 2014).

Another argument for collective action is that

firm-led technological change alone is often not

enough for cluster evolution (Coenen et al.,

2015). Rather, it needs to be co-evolutionary

with institutional and industrial change. Merely

introducing technologies, particularly into old

industrial regions, does not alone instigate the

change necessary, as technological experimen-

tation needs policy change to facilitate its adop-

tion and spread. This has led others to focus on

the role of actors in changing policies. Martin

and Martin (2017) argued that the policy capa-

cities of regions, in how policy makers identify

and enact opportunities, are vital for path devel-

opment and to prevent lock-ins. Similarly,

Smith et al. (2017) explored how a new cluster

emerged out of the remnants of a declining one

due to the actions of a ‘policy entrepreneur’,

which was needed to navigate the policy

changes necessary for this to occur.

This small but promising literature that

focuses more closely on actors in cluster evolu-

tion has demonstrated that further research is

needed in this nascent area. Given the recogni-

tion in the literature that conditions that were

once highly beneficial to a particular stage of

the cluster life-cycle may not be suitable for

others, this actor-centric literature is promising

as it has demonstrated how actors can mediate

the evolutionary trajectories of clusters, prevent

negative lock-in, and upgrade the cluster. One

limitation is that the literature has not typically

engaged with the more recent concepts that

have emerged out of the EEG literature more

broadly. To this end, the following section seeks

to provide a summary of the recent debate on

path creation and new path development.

III Evolutionary economic
geography and new path
development

The need for a more actor-centric approach to

understanding cluster evolution is timely as

EEG has recently seen ongoing and energetic

debates about the role of actors in path creation

and new path development (Hassink et al, 2019;

MacKinnon et al., 2019). Path creation and new

path development, defined as ‘the emergence

and growth of new industries and economic

activities in regions’ (MacKinnon et al., 2019:

114), are largely synonymous terms that aim to

understand how actors, utilising pre-existing

conditions, can create new pathways or later

changes to the pathway through their actions.

The rising popularity of these literatures can

be traced to the limitations of the lock-in focus

of the path dependence literature. In Martin’s
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(2010: 22) Roepke lecture, he argued that the

existing appreciation of path dependence spoke

‘to the reproduction of what exists, to yet more

of the same, but not to evolution’. He suggested

that actors may play a greater role in the creation

of new paths than has previously been stated,

and that while, over time, some paths will

become locked-in to a ‘stable state’, other paths

will face continuous change and evolution in

response to changing economic conditions. This

prompted economic geographers to explore

ideas of path creation to identify ways that

actors create new industrial pathways. More

recently, the new path development moniker

has been introduced to encapsulate a broader

typology of ways in which actors can create new

paths and make changes to existing paths (Has-

sink et al., 2019). Because of this broader typol-

ogy, I make use of the new path development

term in this paper.

Given the potential for negative lock-in, the

cluster evolution literature needs an understand-

ing of how actors can mediate these evolution-

ary trajectories through path development. The

literature on new path development aims to

tackle such issues by exploring how actors cre-

ate and develop industrial pathways. In this

regard, it offers potential for a better under-

standing of cluster evolution trajectories

because it has, as the following section demon-

strates, been successful in understanding the

emergence of new technologies and industries,

developed conceptual rigour on the role of

actors in this process, and begun to focus on

what happens to a pathway after the initial

moment of path creation and the role of actors

in the ongoing path development.

Simmie (2012) was one of the first to take the

idea of path creation further, developing a

hybrid socio-economic theory of path creation

and applying it to the creation of new paths

through technological innovation. Comparing

the niche US and Danish wind power industry,

and drawing heavily on sociological work on

path creation (Garud and Karnøe, 2001; Garud

et al., 2010), he argued for an actor-oriented

theory where knowledgeable agents play a vital

role in recognising the initial existing condi-

tions, initiating a moment of path creation, and

then continually overcoming any barriers to the

implementation of these technologies. While

Simmie’s (2012) focus on technological change

emphasised innovators and inventors, other

applications have explored a wider range of

actors. Dawley et al. (2015), drawing on previ-

ous work in the area (Dawley, 2014), trace the

role of policy actors in path creation for the off-

shore wind industries in the north-east of Eng-

land and Scotland. They find that the heightened

powers given to Scotland because of the

devolved UK state meant that they had more

ability to set ambitious targets, garner strong

political support for the sector and greater

capacity to attract investment from both inter-

national firms and the UK government. More

recently, MacKinnon et al. (2019) have sought

to link the path creation literature with other

literatures in economic geography, namely

GPN2.0, to provide a more comprehensive

understanding of how new pathways occur

within regions due to certain actors.

The role of actors and their agency during the

moment of path creation has attracted a deeper

conceptual focus within EEG. For example,

Steen (2016) engaged the broader social

sciences to argue for an enhanced understanding

of temporality in path creation. The basis for

these claims is that entrepreneurship and tech-

nological innovation are inherently future-

oriented, and that behaviour considers not just

the past and present but also the future circum-

stances and consequences (Emirbayer and Mis-

che, 1998; Martin and Sunley, 2010). For Steen

(2016: 1610), then, ‘agency is thus inter-

temporal: ongoing processes of becoming con-

nect the past – which constitutes the basis for

ongoing action – with the future in the form of

visions or expectations of how action may

unfold’. This means that the origin of moments

of path creation and development, as well as
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their success, depend on the ability of actors to

derive compelling ‘narratives’ that compete for

attention, often in light of certain ‘anti-narra-

tives’ (Garud et al., 2010), to legitimise

changes.

Building on this work, economic geogra-

phers have shifted their focus beyond the initial

moment of path creation to try to capture an

understanding of the broader types of path

development that can occur. As Table 2 demon-

strates, this work has produced an array of types

of path development that could be applied to

more cluster life-cycle stages than the path cre-

ation work, which was largely focused on the

initial process of emergence. While the new

path development literature still highlights the

importance of path creation, it also emphasises

other types of actor-led path development that

can occur throughout the evolution of a pathway

as the same conceptual understandings of how

actors utilise existing preconditions to create

new industrial pathways can be applied to these

latter stages of path development.

New path development provides us with mul-

tiple ways of understanding how cluster emer-

gence could come to fruition, a better

appreciation of what cluster growth or matura-

tion constitutes through processes of path

upgrading, and multiple ways of exploring how

clusters can adapt, renew, or transform. Some

types of path development could mean different

things for the various stages of cluster evolu-

tion. Path diversification, for instance, could

mean that an already mature cluster incorpo-

rates new (un)related industries to adapt to

changes, or that an already declining cluster

Table 2. Typology of new path development.

Type of path
development Definition

Equivalent cluster
life-cycle stage

Path creation The rise of entirely new industries based on radically new
technologies, scientific discoveries, social innovation or new
business models

Emergence

Path
importation

The attraction and anchoring of established industries from
outside the region

Emergence
Transformation
Renewal
Adaptation

Path
diversification

Movements into a new industry based on related or unrelated
knowledge combinations

Transformation
Renewal
Adaptation

Path extension Continuation of an existing industrial path based on incremental
innovation in existing industries along well-established
technological trajectories

Adaptation

Path upgrading:
1: Climbing

GPN
2: Renewal
3: Niche

development

1: Major change of a regional industrial path related to moving up
the value chain based on upgrading of skills and production
capabilities

2: Major change of an industrial path into a new direction based on
new technologies or organisational innovations, or new
business models

3: Development of niches through the integration of symbolic
knowledge

Growth
Maturation
Transformation
Renewal
Adaptation

Compiled using: Grillitsch et al. (2018); Hassink et al. (2019); Isaksen et al. (2018); Martin and Sunley (2006); Tödtling and
Trippl (2013).
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transforms into a new (un)related industry to

arrest the decline. By applying this typology

of path development to clusters, we can hope-

fully develop a better understanding of how

actors can change the evolutionary trajectories

of clusters over long periods of time in a path

dependent manner.

Evidently, the new path development litera-

ture has developed a strong conceptual founda-

tion for a variety of types of new path

development that have close parallels with, and

can be applied to, cluster evolution. They have

also engaged broadly with other literatures to

understand how actors can enact these path

developments through exploring aspects such

as agency, temporality and narratives. This goes

beyond what is currently present in the cluster

evolution literature and offers significant poten-

tial for its development. I argue here that apply-

ing this approach to the variety of possible

cluster evolutionary trajectories can provide an

interesting way to explore not just the notable

moments of path development that generate

cluster emergence or cluster transformation to

another industry, but also how potential lock-ins

are navigated, by actors, throughout an evolu-

tionary pathway that does not have such indus-

try changes, during the classic cluster life-cycle

progression from emergence, through growth to

maturation.

The challenge of understanding actors’

role in this is made harder by clusters being

highly heterogeneous, constituted by many

different actors. Each of these actors is going

to have different goals and needs, capabilities

to identify potential lock-ins, and capacities

to enact change. Therefore, to better under-

stand how actors can drive cluster evolution-

ary trajectories requires us to go outside of

EEG to institutional economic geography.

The following section will explore a recent

conceptual advance in institutional economic

geography that promises to add value to such

an approach.

IV Introducing cluster institutional
configurations

The cluster evolution and the broader EEG lit-

eratures have long faced calls for better integra-

tion with institutions, particularly for their focus

on the firm as an economistic unit (Hassink

et al., 2014, 2019; MacKinnon et al., 2009; Pike

et al., 2016; Trippl et al., 2015). Institutional

approaches can be found in both the cluster evo-

lution and broader EEG literatures, but they

typically fall foul of the same problems that

have beleaguered the cluster evolution litera-

ture, notably an inability to adequately explain

how actors drive cluster evolution. At the same

time, institutional economic geographers have

also highlighted the need for a better under-

standing of the role of actors and geography

within institutional approaches (Gertler, 2010;

Zukauskaite et al., 2017). This section aims to

explain how the concept of cluster institutional

configurations can remedy some of these issues.

To do so I first explore some existing institu-

tional contributions to the literature, before

introducing Bathelt and Glückler’s (2014) rela-

tional approach to institutions and applying it to

cluster evolution through the novel concept of

cluster institutional configurations.

Institutional approaches to cluster evolution

have usually sought to understand how clusters

are conditioned and constrained by formal insti-

tutional frameworks at the various territorial

scales they are located within (Maskell and

Malmberg, 2007). These frameworks consist

of the rules, laws and regulations at multiple

geographical scales, from the local, through the

regional and national, to the supra-national. One

problematic tendency with this is the suggestion

that a cluster’s performance is predetermined by

its (mis)fortune to be located either within or

outside of an institutional framework that was

conducive to the emergence and growth of clus-

ter externalities. Cluster evolution in this per-

spective is seen through the lock-in lens of

path dependence, whereby clusters emerge due
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to a set of pre-existing conditions, in this case an

enabling institutional framework, and will sur-

vive within this institutional framework until

external factors deem it no longer suitable, at

which point it will decline regardless of the

agency of actors within it.

The new path development literature has

attempted to resolve such a structural approach

to give actors more agency, drawing on insti-

tutional thought in the process (Grillitsch and

Sotarauta, 2019). Particularly, they have used

the concept of institutional entrepreneurship to

explore how actors are capable of breaking free

from existing multi-scalar institutional frame-

works to create new paths (MacKinnon et al.,

2019). This balance between structure and

agency is evidently a step in the right direction

and should be applied to understand how actors

can create and drive cluster evolutionary tra-

jectories. However, while the current use of

institutional entrepreneurship is fine for

exploring individual moments of new path

development and the role of actors within

them, a better approach is required for under-

standing the long-term path development of a

cluster evolutionary trajectory. To do so, I

introduce the concept of cluster institutional

configurations, defined as the combination of

shared goals, behaviours, and relations

between cluster actors involved in a cluster.

The cluster institutional configuration respon-

sible for the new path development that preci-

pitated cluster emergence is going to, in turn,

condition and constrain future path develop-

ment, shaping what is possible for future path

development. Thus, tracing the ongoing evolu-

tion of the key actors, their relationships and

behaviours, will provide an understanding of

how actors can continue to drive the evolution-

ary trajectories of clusters.

To develop the concept of cluster institu-

tional configurations, I draw upon Bathelt and

Glückler’s (2014: 346) relationally constituted

approach towards defining institutions as ‘forms

of ongoing and relatively stable patterns of

social practice based on mutual expectations

that owe their existence to either purposeful

constitution or unintentional emergence’. Their

relational approach makes it ideal for under-

standing the evolving roles and relationships

between key actors. Additionally, institutions

have long been criticised for being a muddied

concept that has meant different things at differ-

ent times (Gertler, 2010). Bathelt and Glück-

ler’s (2014) conceptualisation of institutions

sees them in a much more minimal light, which

helps to provide a distinction between actors,

institutions and the role of existing institutional

environments. With this in mind, and in order to

reduce confusion on institutions satisfactorily, it

is also important to clearly define what institu-

tions are not. Firstly, the simple behavioural

regularities of individual actors are not institu-

tions because they are not shared amongst other

actors, nor do they influence other actors’ beha-

viours. Only if these simple regularities gener-

ate expectations, create patterns of interaction,

or are supported by effective sanctions do they

become institutions (Bathelt and Glückler,

2012). This means that firm routines are not

necessarily institutions, as they are often sug-

gested to be in EEG (MacKinnon et al., 2009).

Secondly, organisations are often referred to

as institutions when they are actually sets of

actors with targeted goals. In pursuing these

goals, the sets of actors may have institutions

amongst them, such as shared work codes and

ethics, but their mere existence is not tanta-

mount to an institution. Finally, rules, laws, or

regulations are also not necessarily institutions,

only becoming so if behaviour is influenced by

them. At their inception they are merely codi-

fied prescriptions that aim to condition and con-

strain behaviour, but, as with any law in society,

they are not necessarily obeyed in the intended

manner or indeed at all. Rather, institutions

develop in response to these rules, either as

intended or unintended behaviours, through the

social interactions of actors.
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Institutions are, then, responses to formal

rules and informal conventions, that manifest

as shared and socially accepted patterns of beha-

viour, and which are constituted through the

active relations between actors as they pursue

their socio-economic goals (Bathelt and Glück-

ler, 2014). In this sense, institutions are not a

priori spatial constructions, but are instead gen-

erated by actors in response to their socio-

economic challenges. Cluster actors and their

institutions are conditioned and constrained by

the ‘institutional thickness’ of the region they

are territorially embedded within (Zukauskaite

et al., 2017), but do not necessarily embrace

those formal rules and informal conventions.

This means that institutions in clusters do not

necessarily mirror the frameworks of rules that

they are territorially embedded within; rather,

cluster actors are going to shape the institutions

that form through their goals and actions, in the

process forming a cluster institutional config-

uration that will affect the availability of extern-

alities and provide (dis)advantages to local

firms. This is not simply a case of identifying

actors present within clusters but instead under-

standing their goals, ability to pursue them, and

how they enact their agency in pursuit of them.

How actors decide upon their goals, mobilise

them into shared goals, and then execute their

realisation is as important to understand in clus-

ter evolution as looking at the externalities that

are the resulting remnants of such action. How-

ever, this understanding is complicated by clus-

ters being highly heterogeneous in their actor

make-up across (sub)national boundaries and

industries.

The term organisational ‘thickness’ has been

used by economic geographers to describe how

different regions have varying populations of

firms, government actors, and extra-firm actors

(Zukauskaite et al., 2017). These actors can be

distinguished further in terms of their size, cap-

abilities, or performance, and regions have been

categorised as organisationally ‘thick’ or ‘thin’,

amongst others (Isaksen and Trippl, 2016;

Trippl et al., 2018), in response. This varying

organisational ‘thickness’ is an important pre-

condition for any type of path development

occurring. Indeed, as Grillitsch and Sotarauta

(2019) argue, not all actors have the same ability

to enact transformative changes in regional

development, and so the actors (and their cap-

abilities) present will affect not just the potential

for change but the type of change that occurs.

They identify innovative entrepreneurship,

institutional entrepreneurship, and place-based

leadership as possible types of change, arguing

that variations in their use leads to uneven

regional path development. For example, inno-

vative entrepreneurship alone is rarely enough

for significant changes in path development and

relies upon some institutional entrepreneurship

to provide the favourable shared goals and rela-

tions to take advantage of the innovation.

Consequently, I use the concept of cluster

institutional configurations here as the combi-

nation of shared goals, behaviours, and relations

between (firm and government) actors involved

in a cluster. In reality, a cluster could consist of

any number of types or groups of actors. For

simplification, I settle here for the use of firm

actors because they are the inevitable backbone

of any cluster, while government actors have a

long history of cluster policies, both success-

fully and unsuccessfully (Lovering, 1999).

Thus, clusters are likely to consist of changing

populations of firm and government actors,

manifest in different institutional configura-

tions, which are going to have different effects

on their evolutionary trajectories (Figure 2).

Table 3 provides examples of how cluster

institutional configurations may influence clus-

ter evolutionary trajectories. The shared goals

formed by actors will determine the potential

outcomes in the cluster in terms of the institu-

tions and externalities that are created, which in

turn will drive the clusters’ evolutionary trajec-

tories. The potential outcomes are heavily

dependent on the actors and their capabilities

who share the goal. For example, the more
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government actors involved in the initial

moment of path creation, the likelier we are to

see new rules, regulations and policies emerge

that affect cluster activities. Alternatively, the

type of inter-firm relations that emerge will

depend on the capabilities of the firms present

in the cluster. For example, larger firms with

higher absorptive capacity may benefit more

from extra-local relations with large firms

outside of the cluster, leading to path upgrading

via climbing GPNs. Conversely, small start-ups

may develop the type of knowledge spillovers

that lend to niche development.

Thus, as the next section will explicate

through multiple examples, the cluster institu-

tional configuration of shared goals, beha-

viours, and relations between actors present in

a cluster is going to play an important role in the

Figure 2. Variations in cluster institutional configurations. Source: author’s own.

Table 3. Potential impacts of institutional configurations on cluster evolution.

Potential shared goals of an insti-
tutional configuration Potential outcomes in the cluster

Possible stage of
cluster development

Create new co-locations of firms and
externalities

(path creation or importation)

Create a shared hub or organisations to
facilitate networking

Create a set of formal rules and policies
to encourage activity

Emergence

Diversify the cluster with other
industries

(path diversification)

Launch firm spinoffs
Build relationships with other industries

Transformation
Renewal
Adaptation

Make the cluster internationally
competitive

(path upgrading
Climbing GPN)

Seek relations with extra-local actors and
research organisations

Seek extra funding for R&D

Emergence
Growth
Maturation

Revive a declining cluster
(path upgrading,
renewal)

Rework relations between existing
strong actors

Adopt new shared practices, products,
etc.

Transformation
Renewal

Specialise the cluster around existing
industry

(path upgrading,
niche development)

Strengthen relations between existing
strong actors

Develop industry specific resources

Emergence
Growth
Maturation

Source: Author’s own.
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ability of actors to change the evolutionary tra-

jectory of the cluster through navigating poten-

tial lock-ins and initiating moments of path

development.

V Towards institutional
configurations as drivers of
cluster evolution

Thus far, I have identified recent conceptual

advances from both the evolutionary and insti-

tutional economic geographies that can contrib-

ute to a new approach to cluster evolution. To

this end, I introduced the novel concept of clus-

ter institutional configurations, which shall be

explored further in this section as a way of

understanding how actors drive cluster evolu-

tion. I will first explore how variations in the

actors present in institutional configurations

may generate cluster emergence in different

ways. Following that, I will use empirical exam-

ples to demonstrate multiple ways that institu-

tional configurations constrain future rounds of

path development and how actors can navigate

this, before ending with an example of an insti-

tutional configuration initiating multiple rounds

of path development successively.

In a new path development perspective to

cluster emergence, clusters do not emerge due

to random chance or serendipity, but due to the

agency of key actors. While the existing

approaches to cluster emergence identified in

Section II and other literatures on regional

development are correct to suggest that the

institutional frameworks or the organisational

‘thickness’ that a cluster is territorially

embedded within are going to impact cluster

emergence (Cooke, 2001; Isaksen and Trippl,

2016; Trippl et al., 2018), in this approach they

are merely the preconditions that actors can uti-

lise to trigger cluster emergence (Isaksen,

2016). This means that actors are not all-

powerful and are heavily influenced by the var-

ious types of regions they find themselves in,

but that new path development is ultimately

prefaced on actors precipitating such change.

In addition, there are many types of actor

change, both transformative and reproductive

(Coe and Jordhus-Lier, 2011), and not all will

create the moment of new path development

necessary for cluster emergence to occur. For

example, as Grillitsch and Sotarauta (2019)

write, Schumpeterian innovative entrepreneur-

ship is rarely enough to trigger new develop-

ment paths in and of itself; rather, institutional

entrepreneurship must occur alongside it to pro-

duce a conducive institutional environment for

such innovation to occur.

Thus, for any meaningful new path develop-

ment to occur it will require the networks and

shared behaviours to support it of a cluster insti-

tutional configuration; regardless of the organi-

sational thickness present in the broader region,

actors whose goals and capabilities are suffi-

cient to support such networks and shared beha-

viours are needed. For example, Isaksen (2016)

details that the emergence of the Arendal boat-

building cluster relied on key entrepreneurs

constructing funding networks to support their

innovation; the emergence of firm spin-offs

using an innovation alone was not enough but

instead required a firm-led institutional config-

uration which had the shared goal of supporting

a cluster of boat builders with funding networks.

While the Arendal cluster is an example of a

firm-led institutional configuration generating

cluster emergence, the Research Triangle Park

and Silicon Valley clusters demonstrate the suc-

cess that can occur when government and other

supporting actors are involved in the institu-

tional configuration. With firm and government

actors sharing the goal of supporting new cluster

growth in these locations, policy makers were

quickly able to hear the needs of firms and pro-

vide the funding necessary to support them and

facilitate cluster emergence through policy

changes (Mazzucato, 2013). Without govern-

ment involvement these entrepreneurs would

likely not have had access to such beneficial

funding policies and cluster emergence may not
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have occurred. As such, it demonstrates the

potential of an integrated, firm and government,

institutional configuration in driving cluster

evolution due to the potential for change that

this actor mix offers.

While the previous two examples of cluster

emergence suggest that path creation is likelier

to emerge due to firm-led institutional config-

urations that can be amplified through govern-

ment involvement, cluster emergence due to

path importation is seemingly more likely to

occur because of government-led institutional

configurations. The technopoles that emerged

during the 1980s and 1990s were predominantly

state-planned initiatives that occurred through-

out the world after the success of Research Tri-

angle Park and Silicon Valley (Mazzucato,

2013). Governments began attempting the ‘Sili-

conization’ of their own economies by import-

ing ideas and technologies in places like

Zhongguancun Technopole near Beijing and

Sophia Antipolis Technology Park in France

(Roper and Grimes, 2005); they recognised the

benefits of such technology clusters but needed

to import ideas, firms and technologies to rea-

lise them because the local preconditions were

unsuitable. While the government-led institu-

tional configurations provided the policies,

funding, and facilities necessary for the poten-

tial clusters to thrive, firms struggled to repli-

cate the strong trust-based networks and

knowledge spillovers which worked so well in

Silicon Valley (Castells and Hall, 1994), and

which would have enabled them to properly uti-

lise the funding and facilities provided by the

government actors, leading to Cooke’s (2001:

950) description as ‘cathedrals in the desert,

often in agglomeration but not clustering’. This

shows that a government-led institutional con-

figuration with government actors simply creat-

ing new policies or rules does not necessarily

correlate with realised changes in the institu-

tions at the cluster level, because firms must

embrace these changes and form shared beha-

viours in response. It contrasts to the emergence

of Research Triangle Park and Silicon Valley,

where the government launched policies that

they knew the existing entrepreneurs demanded

because of the firm-led, government-supported

institutional configuration, which meant the

policies formed beneficial institutions in the

clusters as entrepreneurs responded as intended.

This echoes how firm spin-offs alone are often

not enough for cluster emergence as they do not

generate the shared behaviours, relations and

goals necessary to support them.

From this it can be suggested that the pre-

existing organisational ‘thickness’ and institu-

tional frameworks are important in conditioning

and constraining the process by which cluster

emergence occurs; however, actors ultimately

must utilise these preconditions to trigger clus-

ter emergence. Furthermore, the type of new

path development that occurs during cluster

emergence is driven by the type of key actors

that come to the fore, due to their different goals

and capacity for institutional change. While

path creation is likelier to occur because of

firms and entrepreneurs seeking support for

their innovations, path importation may be a

tool of government actors to achieve results.

The cluster institutional configurations that

develop during cluster emergence will have

path dependent effects on the evolutionary tra-

jectories of the cluster. Just as the pre-existing

organisational ‘thickness’ and institutional fra-

meworks are preconditions, so too now is the

cluster institutional configuration a precondi-

tion for ongoing path development. The rela-

tions between key actors in the institutional

configuration and the institutions they have cre-

ated condition and constrain any opportunities

for actors to generate new forms of path devel-

opment by shaping actors’ capacity to identify

potential lock-ins or opportunities, and their

ability to enact the path development necessary.

It is for this reason that moments of path devel-

opment that alter the evolutionary trajectories of

clusters cannot be seen in isolation but must be

seen through a path dependent lens whereby the
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cluster institutional configuration conditions

and constrains what is possible.

The declining Cognac cluster in France

offers an example of how the existing cluster

institutional configuration is a constraining

force. Firms identified that the cluster was in

an increasingly negative lock-in and decline but

failed multiple times to create the institutional

change necessary to arrest the decline because

the existing institutions were so strongly sup-

ported. This is unsurprising as previously the

institutional configuration acted as an example

of positive lock-in, whereby the shared beha-

viour of only producing Cognac had meant

highly beneficial protection by the EUs authen-

ticity regulations as a premium brand. Eventu-

ally, as conditions worsened, firms managed to

convince others to dispense with the institution

of only producing Cognac, and to start produc-

ing other spirits during the off-season to not

waste excess capacity, a path diversification

which spurred cluster adaptation (Moodysson

and Sack, 2016). This demonstrates that even

when actors are aware of negative lock-in, the

cluster institutional configuration present will

act as a constraining force on what is possible,

meaning that not all attempts by actors to initi-

ate path developments will be successful if they

cannot build the narratives necessary to con-

vince other actors.

Path development may also take a long time

to occur if actors do not immediately recognise

the changes necessary. For example, the Staf-

fordshire ceramics cluster had been in a long

period of gradual decline over multiple decades

before key firms realised that increased net-

working and idea exchange, as well as better

collective action to ensure the achievement of

shared goals such as better vocational training,

brand identity, and funding, could produce the

path renewal necessary for cluster renewal

(Tomlinson and Branston, 2014). While cluster

institutional configurations are a constraining

force on the ability of actors to initiate path

development, actors themselves must have the

ability to identify what is needed and to con-

struct the narratives necessary to generate the

change; without these key actors and narratives

the negative lock-in and cluster decline will

continue unabated.

Cluster institutional configurations are also

dynamic and malleable. As contested path

developments occur, not all actors are necessa-

rily included. For example, some firms in the

Tuttlingen medical instruments cluster recog-

nised that the existing institutional configura-

tion that had enabled cluster emergence could

not deal with the threat of international compe-

tition (Staber and Sautter, 2011). They

responded by forming new relationships with

firms outside the cluster, setting new cluster

standards in the process, to create global value

chains to compete on a cost basis and utilising

path upgrading to continue cluster growth.

However, firms that refused to heed the threat

and participate in global value chains either

failed and disappeared or were absorbed by the

successful firms. This shows that while institu-

tional configurations account for the shared

goals and behaviours of actors in the cluster,

each actor will also have their own individual

goals and routines which may see them perform

differently to other actors in the cluster.

These examples demonstrate that actors will

often need to change the institutions within an

institutional configuration to enact the neces-

sary path development. Alternatively, it is pos-

sible to change the broader actor structure of an

institutional configuration to precipitate path

development. Smith et al.’s (2017) study of the

Nottingham pharmaceutical cluster show it is

sometimes necessary to incorporate new actors

to resolve negative lock-ins. Plans to regenerate

the declining cluster repeatedly failed as the

existing institutional configuration of local

firms and universities could not agree on

changes. Competing universities and firms each

had their own goals and were unwilling to sacri-

fice to create unified shared goals. It was not

until the government regional development
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agency stepped in to mediate as a ‘policy entre-

preneur’ and successfully united the firms and

universities behind a common goal that a bio-

technology incubator was created which

enabled firms and universities to mutually ben-

efit from monetised research. This facilitated

path diversification into the broader biosciences

industry and cluster renewal.

Finally, I offer an example of how a cluster

institutional configuration could successfully

drive a cluster from emergence, through growth,

to maturation, using successive moments of

path development. In Martin and Martin’s

(2017) study on the Scania new media cluster,

they found that in 2002 a group of entrepreneurs

and regional policy makers combined to create a

cluster called M-Town to facilitate connections

between the ICT and new media industries.

Strong networking externalities facilitated clus-

ter emergence through this path creation. In

2004, these actors then applied for funding at

the national scale, taking advantage of existing

policies to provide the funding necessary to

ensure cluster growth. This path extension

served to navigate any potential lock-ins that

may have occurred as the firms grew larger and

needed more capital, enabling them to grow

unabated. By 2009, however, the national fund-

ing had finished. Faced with the potential neg-

ative consequences of a lack of capital at a time

when firms had grown larger and more plenti-

ful, the institutional configuration of key firms

and regional government actors actively sought

to generate new funding by attracting EU struc-

tural grants, to ensure that the strong growth

they were experiencing did not dwindle. They

did so by attracting larger private sector firms to

the project to convince the funding commission

that the cluster was ready to grow to a matura-

tion stage through the path extension facilitated

by this funding. The funding was then used for

projects to garner future collaboration between

the firms present and to attract new firm

entrants. This case study shows how a cluster

institutional configuration may need to path

develop multiple times to prevent potential neg-

ative lock-in and to get the cluster from emer-

gence to maturation, using both institutional

change in the existing institutional configura-

tion and changes to the actor structure. Further-

more, it demonstrates the benefit of not seeing

policies in broader institutional frameworks as

institutions automatically; both the national and

EU funding policies existed but did not become

institutions for the cluster actors until they were

applied for and adopted by the institutional

configuration.

Throughout a cluster’s evolution, then, there

may be many times that actors need to initiate

path development to navigate negative lock-in

and ensure the ongoing survival of the cluster. I

have provided examples to illustrate how exist-

ing cluster institutional configurations could

inhibit the ability to path develop, continuing

the decline of the cluster, but also how actors

are capable of enacting the path development

necessary through either institutional change

or changing the actor structure of the institu-

tional configuration. I have shown that while

cluster institutional configurations are a con-

straining force and path dependent, they are

dynamic and malleable and can be navigated

by actors. Importantly, I have demonstrated

why a path dependent institutional approach is

needed to understand cluster evolution, as while

institutional frameworks condition and con-

strain cluster emergence, changing institutional

configurations continually constrain the

ongoing evolutionary trajectories of clusters.

By tracing the evolution of such cluster institu-

tional configurations, we can gain a better

understanding of how actors drive cluster

evolution.

VI Conclusion

This paper has made the case for a new

approach to investigating cluster evolution that

prioritises understanding the role of actors in a

path dependent way, by combining recent
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conceptual advances from institutional and evo-

lutionary economic geographies with the exist-

ing appreciation of cluster life-cycles. I have

argued that the novel concept of cluster institu-

tional configurations provides a way of explor-

ing how cluster evolution is driven, or not, by

the key actors present in a cluster and high-

lighted some of the issues facing them. It places

the focus of study on the actors themselves and

their rationales for action as driven by the

socio-economic context they are present within,

moving away from frameworks as the driving

factors themselves but instead as being contex-

tual preconditions that are manipulated by

actors to achieve their goals (Bathelt and

Glückler, 2014).

Looking ahead, this framework offers a way

to understand cluster evolutionary trajectories

past the initial moment of emergence. While the

initial moment of new path development that

generates cluster emergence out of precondi-

tions is vital to understand, there is a longer and

more iterative process of evolution that must

also be understood, and the institutional config-

uration present during these decisive moments

will shape ongoing evolution. I have shown

institutional configurations to be constraining

forces but also dynamic and malleable, pro-

vided actors can construct the narratives neces-

sary to enact change. Additionally, I identify

some mechanisms by which actors can drive

cluster evolution, namely changing the existing

shared goals and behaviours of cluster actors, or

changing the actor structure of the institutional

configuration. To maximise its utility, compara-

tive research programmes would be ideal to

explore as great a variety of actors as possible,

particularly across national lines, as it provides

ample opportunity to explore how different

national contexts and policy frameworks are uti-

lised by myriad actors. Furthermore, doing

long-run evolutionary research that goes past

the emergence of new clusters would be bene-

ficial to improve our path development concep-

tualisation. One last caveat is that I have only

highlighted some limited examples of where

actors have tried and failed to generate path

development. It is vital going forwards to not

just look at the successful attempts at path

development but also the ones that had no

effect, and most certainly the ones that had det-

rimental effects. The lessons learned from these

failures are just as important as the successes.
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